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The goal of image parsing is to assign semantic labels to every pixel in image. 
Image parsing is a key technique for automatic drive,Augmented reality and so on. 
For the last decade, many research results have been acheived. However, there are still 
some challenges in the field of image parsing. First,we face thousants of labels in the 
images gained from reality. Second, some back ground object class dominant the data 
set, while the salient object classes such as car,person,boat and so on, only in the tail 
of the statistical distribution. However the salient classes can provide the semantic 
information of the scene. Therefore, the study has some theoretical significance and 
practical value.  
To solve the above challenges, we propose a set of scene parsing model based on 
spatial context , manege to design and implemente a image paring system. We census 
cocurrence information between categories as spatial context information. The system 
combines region based imag parsing technique and detector based image parsing 
technique to give initial labeling of scene. The we put the intial labeling and spatial 
context information into a markov model, and construct an energy model. To optimize 
the energy function, we use the    exchange algorithm. Experiments on SIFTflow 
and LMSun show that the system has a certain practical value and ongoing research 
value. 
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